
Dear Friends and Family, 

We have been welcoming Fall with a number of “Dog Days of Summer.” This allowed for work-days to 

continue in finishing up with the repairs from the typhoon damage two years ago, but particularly, after 

earlier building a super wood shelter, we have been able to move through the lumber and cut trees that 

we were “gifted” with. We have enough wood for our fireplace under cover now to last for at least two 

winters. 

  

We are grateful to report that the two of us and all of our personal family have remained active and 

healthy. For us personally, the limitations that have been brought upon us have not made life difficult or 

uncomfortable. Nevertheless, we are significantly inconvenienced with planning for being in the States 

next summer (hopefully for Rickie’s needed laser eye surgery). As well, we need to make a much 

delayed trip to Mongolia next spring. Both will remain penciled in. 

  

On the other hand, aging is also an inconvenience. While we remain healthy, I went through the ordeal 

of renewing my Japanese driver’s license for the fourth time after turning 70, and Rickie, her second 

time. Our Japanese government would prefer no one over 80 to be driving (laws and process keep 

changing). We both passed with flying colors (considering we are foreigners working in Japanese—no 

English)! We were concerned about Rickie’s passing the eye examinations and she came out simply 

requiring glasses, which has been necessary for a while anyway.  The examiner for Rickie’s “practice” 

(they call it) driving test afterwards told her she was a better driver than Japanese women (not sure how 

she compares with Japanese men!).  My right hip replacement and back surgery have left me with 

permanent numbness in both feet, so I always have two “sticks” in the car when I go out, using one 

when I go into buildings and both for any walking. However, my doctor gives me 20 years. Rickie 

continues with her medical therapy regimen checking her blood pressure three times a day, is healthy, 

and continues her responsibilities with Kansai Christian School, teaching her Ladies’ Bible and English 

class and taking Japanese lessons once a week. 

  

We always enjoyed welcoming the Thanksgiving season over our 20+ years of ministry in America, but 

we are seeing in Japan, as in the US, the commercialization from Halloween to Christmas. We had dinner 

out recently and the restaurant was unbelievably decked out for Halloween. Ourselves, we are aware 

Halloween came to Japan about the time we arrived in 1985, due to a major candy company’s 

recognizing the opportunity to enrich their pockets, just as they also had uniquely adapted Valentine’s 

Day to an acceptable form of Japanese culture (you’ll have to wait until February for that story). Some 

years ago a father returning from Romania at our Osaka International Church prayer breakfast that I was 

leading spoke of having brought back a Christmas tree for the family, but found little interest; while, on 

the other hand, the kids were all excited about Halloween. Unfortunately, our Japanese culture’s season 

of celebration, particularly their summer festival time of spirits, can be associated with the early 

influence of our same Halloween roots. 

  

Speaking of our aging and influence, we live and are ministering in a culture which you are already 

mindful respects its elderly, and we have been especially enjoying the responsiveness around us over 



these last years. Right now, the messages that I share with our Kamizono congregation, Nakaburi and 

OBS chapel, are rooted in my preparation and preaching from Paul’s letter to the Ephesians for 1 ½ 

years at Tahoe Christian Center. For my doctoral New Testament requirement, I prepared four messages 

for the Japanese context. That earlier time and preparation grounded my “life message” preaching the 

Kingdom of God as the heart of the Gospel—how God in Jesus Christ had made possible the recovery of 

our Heavenly Father as the organizing center of our lives.  

THE HIGH CALLING 

To be with God forever: 

In this life as He indwells us; 

In life as it shall be, as we dwell with Him. 

  

Thank you for your prayers and support, making the opportunity for us to minister to the Japanese 

people. 

  

Unto Him, 

  

Paul and Rickie Clark 

Osaka, Japan 

  

Please remember to open the attachment to read our October update. 

 


